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Foreword

Vocational education and training (VET) produces many benefits at different levels. This publication summarises Cedefop’s work on VET’s benefits since 2008.

It focuses on VET, thus separating VET, where possible, from general education to identify its specific benefits.

It also looks at how VET generates its perceived benefits.

Findings are based not only on previous research, but also on new research and the evidence collected covers now more European countries. Besides economic benefits of VET, such as wages for individuals, improved productivity for organisations and more economic growth for countries, the analysis also examines VET’s non-economic benefits, such as greater job satisfaction for individuals, lower absenteeism for organisations and less crime in societies.

Finally, this publication examines how VET’s market and non-market benefits interact in organisations and how they can be maximised to improve productivity. It shows that to achieve competitive advantage, an organisation’s VET policies and its wider human resource management practices must be consistent with how it competes in its markets.

In doing so, this publication seeks to inform decisions (and investments) on VET. The findings not only underline VET’s importance for Europe’s future as an instrument of economic and social excellence, but also may stimulate new considerations on how VET can help individuals and enterprises.

Christian F. Lettmayr
Acting Director of Cedefop
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Constant improvement in the European workforce’s skills is central to the Europe 2020 strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth (European Commission, 2010a; 2010b). Improved skills are the basis for a lasting European economic recovery. They will help increase productivity and competitiveness of Europe’s economies, as well as improve people’s career and job prospects.

Education and training’s central role in Europe’s 2020 strategy (Council of the European Union, 2009) is acknowledgement of the range and importance of perceived benefits they can bring.

This publication attempts to improve our understanding of how benefits of education and training are generated, what they are and how to maximise them. In doing so, it hopes to influence how decisions are taken when investing in education and training and how to make the most of that investment. The publication also aims to inform work to improve VET through European cooperation under the Copenhagen process (Council of the EU and European Commission, 2010).

Chapter 2 considers how education and training develop people’s capacities which when applied and used, generate benefits for individuals, organisations and economies and societies. The chapter argues that the focus so far has been on how education and training develop human capital. Insufficient attention has been given to how they can effect, for better or worse other types of personal capital (social, cultural and identity). The chapter argues that effectiveness of education and training, and consequently the extent of their benefits, depends not only on how they develop human capital, but interaction between all four types of personal capital.

The chapter goes on to discuss how far benefits associated with education and training are due to other factors; is someone wealthy because they are highly educated or highly educated because they are wealthy? The chapter reflects on this problem of cause and effect and looks at other limitations researchers face when trying to make accurate and useful assessments of the benefits of education and training. Chapter 2 also explores differences in benefits of VET compared to those of general education (which tends to
overshadow VET). New research commissioned by Cedefop is consistent with the view that VET broadly provides the same benefits as education.

A comprehensive review of VET’s benefits is given in Chapter 3. It opens by discussing classification of VET’s benefits into two broad types, private market and external non-market benefits. The chapter shows that VET generates a wide range of monetary and non-monetary benefits, including higher wages, better job prospects, better health and satisfaction with life and leisure for individuals; higher productivity and employee satisfaction for organisations; and higher economic growth and civic engagement for countries.

Chapter 3 also broadens the scope of the analyses of VET’s wider benefits, which have tended to focus on Germany, the UK and US, by drawing from evidence from several European countries. The chapter discusses some external benefits of education and training, and that benefits for countries are larger than the sum of benefits for individual firms and workers. Overall, the wide range of benefits generated demonstrate VET’s dual role, in contributing to economic excellence and social inclusion.

Another original element of Cedefop’s work is that Chapter 4 extends the analytical framework of VET benefits for organisations. It examines how investment in education and training is turned into various market and non-market benefits for individuals, the economy and society largely in organisations.

Most research on benefits of education and training has focused on specific relationships, for example education and training’s impact on wages, or productivity, or health. Similarly, research often focuses on average returns on investment in education and training. However, in organisations benefits from VET interact and mutually reinforce each other. Organisations, like societies, are communities. They provide an environment in which direct and indirect (those arising through social interaction) benefits of education and training can bring out the workforce’s full potential. For example, VET can raise workers’ skill levels and directly contribute to higher productivity. However, it can also indirectly improve productivity by increasing workers’ job satisfaction and wellbeing and encouraging cooperation in the organisation.

Such wellbeing benefits from education and training have been analysed for individuals and societies, but much less so for organisations and the work environment. Chapter 4 looks at this issue and develops the theoretical framework for considering how VET can directly and indirectly improve productivity, innovation and competitiveness. A wider appreciation of how VET’s benefits operate may influence an organisation’s decisions to invest in it.
Chapter 4 goes on to discuss the conditions that need to be in place to maximise VET’s benefits in the organisation. It shows that characteristics of trainees, the training and the organisation can all influence VET’s impact. It also emphasises the importance of integrating VET into the broad range of human resource management practice in organisations. More broadly, it is also important that training is integrated into national and regional industrial policies to promote economic development.

Chapter 5 reviews findings of this analysis. It concludes that many of VET’s benefits, in some cases perhaps the most important, are intangible and difficult to express in monetary terms. Consequently, organisations (as well as individuals and governments) may fail to account for them properly in any cost-benefit analysis underpinning their decision to invest in training. When considering returns on investment in VET, investors should consider a broader framework that takes VET’s market and non-market benefits into account. Such an approach may influence the expected value of the investment in VET and so the propensity to invest in it. The chapter argues that taking full account of all of VET’s benefits is particularly important for organisations that want to compete based on high quality, high value-added goods, and where skills and attitudes need to combine to bring success.

Finally, the chapter contends that despite their importance, the range of VET’s benefits and how they interact and, consequently, VET’s role in delivering excellence are not sufficiently understood.
CHAPTER 2
How benefits are generated by education and training

2.1. Introduction

Before discussing benefits of education and training it helps to take a few steps back.

Insights into how education and training develop people’s capacities can improve our understanding of the benefits they can bring. This chapter, therefore, begins by looking at how education and training shape people’s abilities by developing different types of personal capital. Further, to assess benefits of education and training realistically, some idea is needed about other factors’ influence. This chapter looks at cause and effect and problems of establishing how far benefits are a result of education and training or other things.

Perceptions of general education and vocational education and training (VET) also provide useful background in considering their respective benefits and this chapter discusses differences between benefits from general education and those from VET.

2.2. Education and training: developing human, social, cultural and identity capital

Education and training affects four types of personal capital: human, social, cultural and identity capital (Côté, 2005; Desjardin, 2008; Feinstein et al., 2009) (Figure 1).

Human capital is the most widely known. It is the stock of knowledge, skills and competences a person has, which affect readiness to perform productive labour all of which can be developed by education and training. Human capital can depreciate when knowledge, skills and competences become obsolete, for example, due to technological development (Becker, 1964; Hartog and Oosterbeek, 2007; OECD, 2010a).
Social capital is the value of social relations or networks, cooperation and trust (Huang et al., 2012, forthcoming). It also includes perceptions about a person’s own value to an organisation (Sarracino, 2010). There are three types of social capital:
(a) bonding – social networks between identical groups of people;
(b) bridging – social networks between heterogeneous groups;
(c) linking capital – connections with people in power, including vertical connections to formal institutions.

Figure 1. Developing capital to produce benefits

Social capital can be developed through education and training to produce individual and collective results, such as improving someone’s civic behaviour and, more broadly, safer societies. Social capital can also improve economic performance by encouraging trust (Huang et al., 2009). Increases in social capital have a positive impact on wellbeing in most cases (Sarracino, 2010) (\(^1\)). But social capital can depreciate, for example, when job loss makes networks of former colleagues obsolete. Learning choices can destroy bonding and

\(^1\) Sarracino also shows that in some institutions, such as the church and the army, increases in social capital are not so positive for wellbeing.
bridging social capital (Putnam, 2000). For example, someone from a poor socio-economic background may wish to go to university to improve their human capital. However, they may encounter hostility from members of their community.

Cultural capital comprises non-financial social assets which may be educational or intellectual advantages. Cultural capital develops over time and can be consciously acquired and passively ‘inherited’ through socialisation. It affects character and ways of thinking. It is a means of communication and self-presentation acquired from the surrounding culture. Education can generate externalities as developing someone’s cultural capital may influence educational choices of their children (Bourdieu, 1977; 1986, Weininger, 2005).

Identity capital is the intangible resource in which people ‘invest’ to become ‘who they are’. It includes psychological factors such as self-confidence, self-efficacy, cognitive flexibility and complexity, self-monitoring, critical thinking and morals. Through these and other character attributes people understand and negotiate social, occupational and personal obstacles and opportunities. Identity capital is formed by psychosocial skills, which are largely cognitive and appear necessary to devise intelligent strategies and make decisions. Education and training can affect life and job satisfaction and health by improving identity capital and enabling individuals to play a more purposeful role in society. Labour market transitions (supported or not by investment in education) can make identity capital obsolete if a new industry or occupation requires people to construct a new image of themselves better suited to new circumstances (Côté, 2005). Different types of personal capital do not develop in isolation. Extent of the benefits generated by education and training seem to be linked to interaction between the four types of personal capital. Importantly, different types of personal capital do not develop equally, simultaneously or always positively. Opportunities for higher wages from increased human capital may not be taken due to an individual’s attitudes and behaviour (identity capital). Although capable, someone may turn down promotion because of peer pressure (social capital).

We need to improve our understanding of theories governing interactions between the four types of personal capital. This will enable us to take better account of the overall benefits of investment in education and training, how they are delivered and the conditions in which they can be effectively realised.
2.3. Education and training: cause or effect?

Measuring benefits of education is fraught with difficulties, not least because of the problem of cause and effect.

Causation is difficult to establish. First is the problem of omitted variables where benefits of education and training may be due to something unobserved (Stowasser et al., 2011; Brunello et al., 2011). For example, empirical analyses on wage returns to education usually use data from which it is possible to derive someone’s human capital from the highest level of formal qualification they hold. However, formal qualifications do not necessarily reflect all of someone’s abilities which will comprise their human and social, cultural and identity capital. Some workers may earn higher wages because they are more able rather than their level of education or training. Another example is unobserved attitudes toward risk, a major influence on decisions to invest. Someone risk averse may prefer to work rather than leave a job and go to university, despite the prospect of earning higher wages in a better job (Oreopoulos, 2007).

The second problem is reverse causation where the perceived benefits affect the education and training level rather than the contrary. For example, some studies show the more highly educated people are the better their health tends to be (Groot and Maassen van den Brink, 2007). However, healthy people may be more likely to invest in education. Better health implies a longer working life and more chance to recoup the investment.

The third problem is the ‘inception’ period, namely the time lag between participation in education and training and realising the benefits. Studies based on longitudinal data sets find consistent time lags before returns to education and training materialise. Studies failing to find positive effects of education and training may be looking at a time period that is too short. Lifelong learning and adult education bring similar benefits to education (Field, 2009), but omitted variables and reverse causation are more difficult to measure, because the time between the decision to participate in adult education and measuring the outcome is often quite short.

Researchers are aware of these pitfalls. Effects of omitted variables appear small when considering wages (Hartog and Oosterbeek, 2007; Psacharopoulos and Patrinos, 2004), but they may be important for different types of benefits. Estimation bias may also be negligible because the highest level of educational achievement is generally reached in early adulthood and remains relatively stable, while the wider benefits materialise years later (Groot
and Maassen van den Brink, 2006). Statistical techniques using panel data can also minimise effects of unobserved characteristics not changing over time. In examining impacts of education and training on life outcomes, such as health, research can look at changes driven by external factors, such as increasing the minimum compulsory education level. This makes participation in education no longer a personal decision and effects of unobserved variables on the outcome being analysed, such as health, is neutralised (2). Another way to control for unobserved variables is to use samples of twins. A US study of twins found that education, especially a high school diploma, has a positive effect on self-reported health, chronic conditions and exercise behaviour (Lundborg, 2013).

Despite these methodological strategies, it is difficult neatly to separate cause from effect. Some benefits of education and training will always be due to factors not considered by the research (Schnittker and Behrman, 2012), but despite flaws in any piece of research there is substantial evidence of the many and varied benefits of education and, in particular, VET (Chapter 3).

2.4. Benefits of general education versus vocational education and training

From a policy viewpoint, to make wise investment in education and training it is useful to know if different types of learning bring different benefits. However, it is surprisingly difficult to distinguish between various types of education. Even a ‘simple’ distinction between VET and general education is difficult to apply. Lack of adequate data is one problem. Many data sets contain information on educational levels using the international standard classification of education (ISCED), but orientation of the study, general or vocational, is rarely recorded (3). Consequently, little attention is paid to whether the benefits differ between general or vocational education.

Economic theory, at least for wages, argues that there is no reason why benefits from the two types of learning should be different (Box 1). It assumes well-functioning labour markets where employers know about different types

---

(2) Estimates based on this approach can be imprecise because they can only use the external variation in schooling (Jürges et al., 2013).

(3) The ad hoc module of the 2009 labour force survey is a recent exception.
of qualifications and which are most relevant for them. This is not always the case, especially when new qualification frameworks are put in place (Wolf, 2011) (4). However, even though labour markets are not perfect, there is evidence that workers sort themselves across different learning tracks in ways that best suit their abilities and lead to higher wages (Meer, 2007). Consistent with this, VET students appear to derive little or no benefit from extending their studies with additional general education (Oosterbeek and Webbink, 2007).

Box 1. The economic case for equal returns on wages from general education and vocational education and training

Economic theory argues that with well-functioning labour and product markets, returns on investment in general education and VET should be the same, at least in terms of wages.

For example, assume there are two learning styles; learning by doing (VET) and learning by studying (general education) and that people are predisposed towards one or the other. For people better at learning by doing VET is more appealing as it is their natural learning environment and more cost-effective in terms of effort.

VET and general education can also be seen as producing different skills. VET produces manual and general education cognitive skills. Individuals again may have a preference for developing different types of skills. Dexterous people find it relatively easy to develop manual skills and cognitive people cognitive skills.

If enterprises are free to choose and change production technology in response to relative availability of the two types of skills, they will choose the technology that equalises the marginal rate of substitution between the two. In other words, the wage earned by people who studied VET will be equal to that earned by individuals who studied general education, making the returns on investment equal.

Source: Cedefop.

(4) This lack of knowledge could be linked to lack of returns on newly-introduced VET qualifications in the UK (Wolf et al., 2006).
Cedefop’s study (Cedefop 2011a) on VET’s effects on wages and employment status supports this view. The study analysed various comparable data sets from different European Union (EU) Member States. It found returns to various forms of education and types of occupational career paths (of equal length) are generally similar. The study also found that initial VET (taking place before entry into the labour market), general education and employer-provided continuing VET have a positive effect on the likelihood of someone finding and keeping a job.

Research indicates that VET and general education tend to be equally effective in generating all types of benefits (Bartlett, 2009). Concerning wider benefits such as more developed civic competences, better health and less crime, there is evidence that the impact of initial general education and lifelong learning are almost identical (McMahon, 1997; 1998). Given that much of lifelong learning is continuing VET, suggests that returns on initial general education and continuing VET are equal.

Given that differences in returns on investment of equal duration in general education and VET appear small, there are good grounds for research not differentiating between them. However, more focus on VET’s specific effects is justified. Its perceived status is low (Billet, 2011; OECD, 2010b). It has received little attention in reforms to education and training systems across Europe (Wolf, 2011). There is also a need to balance investment across various forms of education and training.

Further, although the impact of the two types of learning pathways on wages appears similar, there is evidence that earning patterns are different. Returns on education follow a well-established life course pattern (Hanushek et al., 2011; Cedefop 2012a). However, returns on initial VET tend to be larger at the beginning of careers. In the first years of labour market experience, VET qualifications lead to higher wages compared to qualifications from general education. After a few years the relationship is reversed and those with general education qualifications tend to earn higher wages than their counterparts with VET qualifications. This indicates that while VET may confer an advantage at the stage of initial transition to the labour market, general education graduates are able to catch up and even overturn their initial disadvantage, most probably due to their having more transferable skills. This makes a good case for stronger emphasis on transferable key skills in VET.

General education and VET may also have different benefits depending on how they influence interaction of the four types of personal capital (Section 2.2). For example, VET may generate stronger, but fewer bonds with colleagues in organisations. General education may generate weaker
relationships but a larger contact network inside and outside the organisation which could improve overall job opportunities (Granovetter, 1974).

In short, VET and general education tend to be equally effective in generating all types of benefits. More importantly, this implies that, in economic terms, VET and general education are complements rather than substitutes (Lazear, 2009).

VET's relatively poor parity of esteem compared to general education is not justified based on the empirical evidence presented here. The debate whether general education or VET is better, is not about the benefits they bring, but about which learning track provides the best return on investment for the individual or organisation at a particular point in time.
CHAPTER 3

Benefits of vocational education and training: an overview

3.1. Introduction

Research on education and training, usually measured in years of study or by level of attainment has found many positive effects for individuals, organisations, the economy and society (Vila, 2000; 2005; Feinstein et al., 2008; see also Box 2). As far as possible, this chapter looks specifically at benefits of VET rather than education and training as a whole. The findings are based on a comprehensive review of previous research in this area, complemented by Cedefop’s own research.

Box 2. Sample of studies finding positive effects of education and training

- Higher wages (Badescu et al., 2011; Hartog and Oosterbeek, 2007; Heinrich and Hildebrand, 2005).
- Better employment prospects and increased ability to retain the current job (Dorsett, et al., 2010; Dickson and Harmon, 2011; Dickson and Smith, 2011).
- Reductions in crime (Lochner, 2011).
- Development of civic competences (Hoskins et al., 2012; Schnittker and Behrman, 2012).
- Better functioning democracies (Hoskins et al., 2008).
- Better health (Feinstein et al., 2006; Cutler and Lleras-Muney, 2008; 2010), especially as far as mental disorders are concerned (Field, 2009), lower mortality among elderly people (Lleras-Muney, 2005; Van Kippensluis et al., 2011), and improved health-related behaviour (Lochner, 2011).
The chapter begins by examining how VET’s various benefits have been classified into two broad types, namely private market and external non-market benefits and the different levels at which they accrue. The chapter then goes on to review evidence of how individuals, organisations, economies and societies profit from the two types of VET benefits.

3.2. Types of benefit: market and non-market

McMahon classifies the wide range of benefits of education (McMahon, 2004) and lifelong learning (McMahon, 1998), into two types; market and non-market benefits, both of which can be either private or external (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Examples of types of benefits of education and training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private benefits</th>
<th>Externality, social benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Market</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market (monetary) benefits, higher wages, better job prospects</td>
<td>Externalities on GDP per capita faster rate of technological adoption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-market</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-market (non-monetary) benefits, greater self-confidence, better health longevity</td>
<td>Externalities on non-market benefits, better parenting, higher education of children, lower morbidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-market</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public good externalities (non-rivalry effects) reduced crime, improved civic behaviour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Private market benefits are delivered through the labour market and include higher wages and better employment prospects. Private non-market benefits are enjoyed by individuals, but are not provided through the labour market, but may nevertheless be influenced by a person’s job and work environment. They include longer lives, more satisfying leisure time and better parenting which can lead to higher levels of education for children.
External market benefits are often indirect results of economic activity by organisations (5). For example, a better educated workforce can make organisations more innovative through developing new technologies or adopting them more rapidly, but it can also lead to faster GDP growth nationally. External non-market benefits are generally found at societal level and are ‘public’ as an individual enjoying such benefits does not decrease their availability to others. Examples are greater civic responsibility which can lead to stronger and more stable democracies. Externalities can be static, such as a one-off increase in output due to a rise in the average level of education, or dynamic where, for example, greater innovation due to a rise in the average level of education raises the general growth rate. Evidence indicates that dynamic externalities are more important, but it is not yet conclusive (Lindhal and Canton, 2007).

Externalities mean that the total benefits accruing to a society are greater than the sum of the benefits accruing to individuals. For example, if someone engages less in criminal activity, society as a whole benefits. However, not all externalities are positive. For example higher investment in children’s education is linked to low fertility which, coupled with increased longevity, may lead to an older population and increased pressure on health and welfare services.

Both market and non-market benefits of education and training accrue to individuals, enterprises and groups and to society as a whole (Figure 3).

Lack of knowledge about VET’s specific benefits compared to general education is partly due to technical reasons. VET is far more diversified than general education. Roles of public and private sectors, government, social partners and business vary considerably across countries. Delivery of VET is also more varied. VET can be initial or continuing, formal or informal, classroom- or workplace-based, or both. This complicates collection of data which are at the centre of research and comparison of findings across studies. Data limitations can make it difficult to draw firm conclusions. Some studies contradict findings of others, although these can often be explained by differences in what benefit is being measured and at what level.

---

(5) An externality is an effect of a decision by one set of parties on others who were not involved in the decision, had no choice and whose interests were not considered.
While most studies do not distinguish between education and training, treating them as a single homogeneous good, Cedefop has attempted to identify specific benefits of VET (initial and continuing). Although VET’s organisation and status varies widely across Europe, research indicates that VET has the potential to generate numerous economic and social benefits common to all countries.
3.3. **Market benefits of VET**

3.3.1. **Market benefits for individuals**

The main private market benefits of education and training for individuals are higher wages (Badescu et al., 2011; Hartog and Oosterbeek, 2007; Heinrich and Hildebrand, 2005) and improved job and career prospects, also known as employability (Dickson and Harmon, 2011; Dickson and Smith, 2011; Dorsett et al., 2010).

Evidence that initial education increases personal income is available from many studies covering many years and from over 100 countries with different cultures and economic systems (Denny et al., 2004). For continuing VET, research surveyed has focused on remedial government-paid off-the-job training programmes and employer-paid training.

Evidence on remedial training, largely for unemployed or long-term unemployed people, suggests only limited success (Heckman, 2008; Heckman and Jacobs, 2011). Some studies show that labour market training programmes can raise wages, while others show their effects to be insignificant. Given diversity of such programmes and their target groups, it is unsurprising that results are mixed. However, there is considerable evidence that employer-paid continuing VET does raise wages.

In contrast to homogeneity characterising wage returns on initial education, there is no sign that returns on VET are harmonised across countries. Large positive effects on wages have been found in the UK (Arulampalam et al.; 1997; Blundell et al., 1999; Dolton et al.; 1994). Studies for other European workers are more mixed, but still typically positive. Groot et al. (1994) and Björklund (1994) find large positive effects for Dutch and Swedish workers respectively, but Pischke (2001) finds substantially smaller effects for German workers. Westergard-Nielsen (1993) and Goux and Maurin (2000) find effects close to zero for Danish and French workers respectively. However, the French study also notes that training seems to extend job tenure, consistent with the idea that the employer is funding organisation-specific training which may lead to higher wages in the longer term. Unsurprisingly, returns on training have also been found to be higher when a qualification is obtained (Brunello et al., 2012; Dorsett et al., 2010).

---

(6) There is also evidence that in certain situations investment in a few qualifications appears not to pay off (De Coulon and Vignoles, 2008; Klein and Vella, 2006; Pischke and von Wachter, 2008; Saniter, 2012).
Country reports compiled by Cedefop on benefits of VET (Cedefop, 2011b) provide some additional evidence. Danish studies found that adult education and further training have a positive impact on participants' professional lives. Studies in the Netherlands found that staff participating in continuing VET earned between 3.3% and 15.7% more than those who did not.

To develop work on specific benefits of VET for individuals, Cedefop launched a quantitative analysis using various comparable data sources (7) covering 15 EU Member States (8) (Cedefop, 2011a). Using qualification levels and adjusting them to account for years of education needed to attain them to make measurement of skills development broadly comparable (9), Cedefop’s analysis found that returns on additional years of schooling leading to VET qualifications beyond secondary level (10) to be around 7% (11), similar to returns on an extra year of tertiary education (Denny et al., 2003; European Commission, 2005; von Middendorf, 2008). This finding should be qualified because patterns of earnings for general education and initial VET graduates seem to be different (Section 2.4). There is also considerable diversity across countries on when students pass from one level of learning to the next. It also appears that benefits will not accrue to all individuals to the same degree. Weaker and marginalised groups are at risk of being unable to participate in VET.

Cedefop’s study also looked at returns on training. The initial VET concept was extended to include participation in training soon after compulsory schooling (up to age 25). Continuing VET is defined as periods of learning at work after completing initial education or VET to acquire generic, but labour-market-related or job-specific skills.

(7) The EU labour force survey (LFS), the international social survey programme (ISSP), the statistics on income and living conditions (SILC) and the European Community household panel (ECHP). All sources had limitations that hampered analysis. Only ECHP data were sufficiently detailed to allow broad conclusions to be reached.

(8) Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Finland, Sweden and the UK.

(9) Although time between participating in VET and realisation of benefits can be very long, available data only allow benefits to be calculated over short time periods.

(10) Comparison between wage returns on general education and initial VET are obtained by comparing the wage premium at ISCED level 3 to those at ISCED level 4 (a very heterogeneous category but the closest approximation to a vocational orientation possible in the SILC data set) and those of higher education (ISCED levels 5 and 6), although for some countries these categories also include vocational qualifications.

(11) These results refer to average returns on education in Europe, obtained from ECHP and SILC data. There is substantial variation in the returns across countries in the ECHP (Heinrich and Hildebrand, 2005) and SILC (Badescu, et al., 2011). Attempts to link these differences to institutional diversity have been unsuccessful. There is also considerable heterogeneity in returns on education across individuals.
Unlike other studies, Cedefop’s analysis considered interaction between general education and both initial and continuing VET, reflecting the idea that skills are built through relationships between different types of personal capital, or qualities and not acquired in isolation (Section 2.2). Consequently, foundations provided by VET or general education are important for how effectively new skills, developed through continuing VET, are used. Cedefop’s analysis found continuing VET to have positive effects on wages and employment. Accounting for its short duration, on average 17 weeks, annual returns for continuing VET are around 10% for men and 7% for women. Returns on workplace training also seem in line with those for general education. Similar results have been found in the US with rates of return on investment in training of around 9% across various occupational career paths (Freeman and Hirsh, 2001).

These returns are short-term gains arising within a year of participating in training. Earlier training episodes (up to four years previously) were found to have a stronger impact on wages than training in the current year and that returns tend to be consistent over time.

Cedefop’s findings should be treated with some caution. Rates of return on continuing VET may be biased upwards because more able people are most likely to participate in it. Part of the return (as discussed in Section 2.3) is due to individual ability rather than training (Görlitz, 2011; Heckman, 2000; Jenkins et al., 2003; Leuven and Oosterbeek, 2008).

3.3.2. Market benefits for organisations
Economic theory predicts that organisations investing in human capital (continuing VET in this case) should perform better. This is borne out by a meta-analysis of 66 US studies (see Crook et al., 2011) which found training to be related to performance measures, especially operational measures, such as customer satisfaction, employees’ performance, or innovation. With these sorts of measures it is easier to assess training’s impact. VET’s impact of training on profitability is less clear. Training may increase productivity, but also wages at the same time. If wages rise faster than productivity, profitability will fall (12).

---

(12) Productivity is measured as value added per worker. Value added consists of profit and wages. Training increases both wages and productivity. The net result depends on the bargaining power of claimants: organisation claiming profits and workers claiming wages.
For Europe there is considerable evidence that firms investing in adult learning increase productivity. Studies in Austria, Denmark, Norway and Sweden have also found a positive link between continuing VET and improved organisational productivity and technological innovation (Cedefop, 2011b).

Cedefop furthered the analysis by reviewing 62 studies on the empirical relationship between employer-provided training and productivity gains (Cedefop, 2011c). The review was complicated because organisations and researchers measured training in many different ways: in terms of training expenses (as a % of labour costs), in terms of training incidence (share of employees who participated in training), or in terms of whether the organisation trained or not. This characteristic strengthened the study. Regardless of the measure used to gauge training provision, training was found to have a positive impact on performance (Cedefop, 2011c) (13).

How much organisations benefit from continuing VET depends on several factors. These include characteristics of the organisation, training and trainees, the resources allocated and how VET is integrated with other human resource practices. The relationship between these factors and their influence on how organisations can benefit from continuing VET is discussed in Section 4.3.

3.3.3. Market benefits for countries
Many studies find a strong relationship between human capital stock and GDP per capita growth (Barro and Lee, 1993; Benhabib and Spiegel, 1994; Barro, 1998; Hanushek and Kim, 1995; Gemmell, 1996; Bassanini and Scarpetta, 2001; Keller, 1996; Cohen and Soto, 2007). However, very few analyse how different levels of education, for example higher education or different types of general and vocational education, contribute to economic growth.

Research on human capital’s impact on national economic performance invariably meets the problem that, as intangible assets, skills are difficult to measure. Education output measures of human capital, such as formal qualifications, are generally preferable to input measures such as years of education. Formal qualifications capture something of what has been learned, rather than just attendance. However, both measures ignore skills that are not formally certified. The issue is central as measurement error has been cited as a reason why earlier studies found that increases in educational attainment had little impact on growth (Krueger and Lindahl, 2001).

(13) Most studies do not record the type of training. Cedefop’s literature review (Cedefop 2011c) found only five studies explicitly examining initial VET’s effects on organisation performance (Baker and Thompson, 1995; Leiponen, 2000; Jones, 2001; Hempell, 2003; Zwick, 2007). Evidence points to a positive effect, but it is limited and weak.
Consequently, Cedefop launched research to identify macroeconomic benefits of VET by developing a new skills measure that takes account of certified and uncertified skills and complementarities between them for seven Member States (14) – Denmark, Germany, Spain, France, the Netherlands, Sweden and the UK (Cedefop, 2012b). The study analyses relationships between labour productivity levels (value added per employee) and different types of skill. These are defined by stock of workers with various initial VET and general education qualifications at various ISCED levels, complemented by stock of continuing VET (taken from the labour force survey). The seven countries were chosen for their diverse VET systems. Some, such as Germany, have highly developed apprenticeship training, others, such as Sweden provide VET through full-time vocational schooling.

At national level, growth accounting analysis suggests that, in most of the seven countries, the most significant skills contribution to labour productivity growth between 1980 and 2007 came through total factor productivity growth and capital accumulation followed by build-up of skills, most importantly higher-level skills (bachelor degree and above, ISCED 5a to 6). However, in six of the seven countries, upper-intermediate (technician level, ISCED 4 and 5b) and lower-intermediate (craft level, ISCED 3A and 3B with vocational orientation) vocational skills also made positive contributions to labour productivity growth in some time periods. The exception is Germany where the lower intermediate vocational employment share was already high in 1980 and has not grown much since. In Denmark and the Netherlands, accumulation of lower intermediate vocational skills contributed more to growth in the 1980s and 1990s than higher qualifications. University-level skills, many of which are vocational, have a positive impact on average labour productivity in countries like France and the UK, where the dual system is less developed.

Growth accounting-based estimates may significantly underreport macroeconomic effects of skill accumulation as they do not reflect their impact on technological progress. A strong skills base may generate technological developments or promote adoption of new technologies by increasing absorptive capacity (which is improved by intermediate and vocational skills). Krueger and Kumar (2004) found that while higher education can increase innovative capacity, investment in VET can improve a country’s capacity to

(14) For these countries it was possible to use EU labour force survey data to develop a long enough time series (20 years) on stock of vocational skills, using ISCED qualifications and their academic or vocational orientation.
implement innovation. Cedefop’s study on VET’s macroeconomic benefits (Cedefop, 2012c) also found that a country’s propensity to build vocational skills has a positive effect on its ability to innovate as measured by the European innovation scoreboard.

At macroeconomic level skill accumulation appears to improve productivity not only of individuals directly concerned, but also other members of the workforce, who benefit from ‘spillovers’, for example, knowledge passing between colleagues (Section 3.4.2). Consistent with this view, the study found significant complementarity between high- and intermediate-level vocational qualifications in most of the seven countries, underlining that skills are built and not learnt in isolation.

To achieve higher productivity countries need both high- and intermediate-level vocational qualifications. One skill type is not more effective than the other; both are needed to generate higher productivity.

For example, a one percentage point rise in lower intermediate vocational skills combined with a one percentage point rise in upper intermediate skills (both provided through initial VET) is estimated to have increased trend productivity in Spain and the Netherlands by 3.5 to 4%. In terms of GDP growth, estimated effects of similar increases in lower intermediate and upper intermediate skills provided through initial VET are highest in Germany and Spain, with GDP rising by about 1.5 to 2.5%. They are lower in Sweden and the UK, where output increases by about 0.75%. Skill increases also tend to reduce unemployment.

It seems likely that economic returns on different skill mixes and different types of skill acquisition vary sharply between sectors as well as countries. Differences in national productivity performance may be driven to some extent by different combinations of sector specialisation and skill use. For example, technician-level vocational skills provided through initial VET have a positive impact on productivity across the board. Impact tends to be stronger in countries with a well-established apprenticeship system and when skills are broadly defined to include non-certified skills provided through continuing VET.

According to Cedefop’s study complementarity between intermediate vocational skills and high-level skills seems higher in manufacturing sectors of countries with apprenticeship-based systems. This could reflect key support roles for technicians in product design and development areas and for craft-skilled workers in improving production processes. Such complementarity is not observed in production sectors of countries where VET systems are largely classroom-based (where the high-skilled account for a significantly larger share of production costs), nor in services.
In conclusion, it appears that, for productivity, general and vocational skills are complements rather than substitutes, implying that continuing VET is also complementary, reinforcing skills formed through initial VET.

3.4. Non-market benefits of VET

3.4.1. Non-market benefits for individuals

Many empirical studies show that education, or schooling, brings non-market benefits for individuals. For example, it can develop civic competences (Hoskins et al., 2012; Schnitker and Behrman, 2012), better health (especially concerning mental disorders) (Field, 2009) and improved health-related behaviour (Lochner, 2011). The OECD (2009) examined the relationship between education and three social outcomes – self-assessed health, political interest and interpersonal trust – for 20 countries. The findings suggest a strong correlation between higher levels of education and better outcomes in these three areas. Non-market benefits of continuing VET tend to be stronger for less-well educated people (Jenkins et al., 2003).

To examine more closely VET’s non-market benefits, Cedefop launched a study to test empirically social benefits of initial and continuing VET in Europe (Cedefop, 2011e). The study also examined how national contexts may influence non-market benefits of VET being realised.

The study found that for people across Europe, initial VET (training undertaken below age 25) is linked to better health (measured by indicators such as self-rated health and lack of chronic health conditions), membership of organisations and job satisfaction. Integrated initial VET systems, such as those in Finland and Sweden that regard VET and general education as equal, both as educational options and as routes of access to higher education, seem to have a positive effect on individual wellbeing.

Initial VET is linked to increased membership of voluntary organisations in countries where participation in civil society is rewarded, such as in Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg and Austria. The study also found links between initial VET and job satisfaction in southern European countries, such as Greece, Spain, Italy and Portugal and countries with highly-developed apprenticeship systems and well-structured regulated initial VET, such as Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg and Austria.
There are strong associations between continuing VET and positive social outcomes in Finland and Sweden. This may highlight the effect of a holistic approach to human capital development, for example combining improvements in working conditions with VET to maintain high productivity. Such an approach appears increasingly important as the workforce ages. There is also evidence of a positive relationship for individuals in Greece, Spain, Italy and Portugal between continuing VET and membership of voluntary organisations and higher job satisfaction. However, in these countries, with except for Portugal, continuing VET did not seem to have any positive effects on health.

For individuals, non-market benefits are commonly measured by positive psychological effects on individuals’ motivation or attitudes, such as increasing self-esteem and self-confidence, especially among unemployed people. For those in work, job satisfaction tends to be positively and significantly influenced by opportunities for career advancement and access to learning opportunities (Section 4.2).

3.4.2. Non-market benefits for organisations

There are several non-market benefits for organisations investing in continuing VET. A long history of research shows investment in human capital can reduce labour turnover (Becker, 1964; Bishop, 1991; 1994; Krueger and Rouse, 1998) and absenteeism (Krueger and Rouse, 1998; Ghebregiorgis and Karsten, 2007). Parsons (1972) found investment in organisation-specific human capital reduced redundancies and voluntary exits. Smith and Hayton (1999) found that VET can reduce labour turnover by increasing employee commitment to the organisation. The link between continuing VET and reduced labour turnover holds true across diverse countries, for example the US (Veum, 1997), Switzerland (Zweimüller and Winter-Ebmer, 2000) and Japan (Higashi, 2002).

Kenyon (2005) cites lower labour turnover among apprentices due to higher job satisfaction among benefits for organisations investing in apprenticeships. Other benefits include: providing a cadre of employees from which to select future managers, producing fully-trained workers steeped in values of the business and improving the organisation’s reputation as an ‘employer of choice’. Most non-market and market benefits accrue to organisations that pay, at least in part, for training. Training fully financed by employees negatively affects job satisfaction. Employees will be more prone to leave or be less likely to display desirable job-related behaviour (Section 4.2) that brings benefits to the organisation.
Studies have also shown that training can improve quality (Katou and Budhwar, 2007) and customer satisfaction (Ely, 2004). External or spillover benefits of VET, for example, when one employee benefits from the knowledge of another, bring net gains for organisations (Battu et al., 2004). Other evidence suggests that continuing VET helps knowledge transfer in organisations particularly between older and younger workers (European Commission, 2006).

Organisations appear increasingly to recognise the value of retaining positive spillovers from continuing VET (CEREQ, 2005). Some employers invest in VET to develop a learning culture in the organisation (Lindley and Hogarth, 1992). Some organisations run training courses specifically designed to increase commitment to the organisation (Green et al., 2000).

3.4.3. Non-market/economic benefits for countries and societies
Education and training have external effects that bring benefits not only to individuals, but also to the country and society as a whole. According to McMahon (1999), health, democratisation and human rights, improved environments and reduced national crime and drug use can be regarded as non-market benefits of education for countries and societies (Section 3.4.1).

There is evidence of education being associated with reductions in crime (Lochner, 2011) as well as better functioning democracies (Hoskins et al., 2008). There is also evidence of a role for initial VET in contributing to lower crime. Christoffersen et al.'s (2003) study of Danish young people aged between 15 and 27, singles out VET as the most suitable educational route for the at-risk cohort. Loeber and Farrington (2000) also found that lack of vocational opportunities in UK schools is a risk factor associated with delinquency.

Measuring non-market benefits of VET at national or societal levels is different from measuring benefits for individuals. Benefits at macrosocial level apply to populations rather than individuals. Findings on outcomes of VET (or the relationship identified) for individuals may not hold at societal level (15). What benefits individuals may not benefit society overall.

Certain non-market benefits can only be properly observed and measured at macro level. For example, political rights are not owned by individuals but derive from a society’s legal structure. Although affected by individual choices, public health at macro level is not an aggregation of individual decisions. Other

---

(15) Applying correlations observed at population level to individuals can lead to stereotyping as it assumes that each individual’s characteristics match the average.
factors need to be considered, such as government spending on health and income per capita.

Cedefop’s study (Cedefop, 2011e) aimed to cast light on non-market benefits of VET at macrosocial level, in particular civic engagement and public health and how they are affected by the institutional make-up of various countries.

The findings can be seen, initially, as disappointing for VET advocates. Cedefop’s study found no significant relationships between VET and civic engagement and public health for countries and societies as a whole (16). However, it also appears that the same is true of general education at comparable level. Significant findings have only been found for higher education.

According to Green et al. (2006), education, and training may affect macrosocial indicators of non-market benefits through their effect on equity (17) and social cohesion. Social integration, defined as movement of a society’s disadvantaged groups into its mainstream, is a common indicator for countries in measuring macrosocial non-market benefits of VET. Many European countries, for example Finland, Germany, Lithuania, Norway and the UK, report VET’s positive effects on integrating groups at risk of social exclusion (Cedefop, 2011b). There is also evidence that initial VET can increase their wages, but the extent to which this happens varies between different social groups (Neuman and Ziderman, 2003).

Preston and Green (2008) discuss how VET can be positive and negative for equity. Initial VET provides an alternative for those who would otherwise be excluded from learning and may equalise early outcomes such as wages (Section 3.3.1). Continuing VET may compensate for earlier skill deficits. But targeted VET initiatives often used alongside mainstream standard routes may have mixed effects in tackling inequality as they can stigmatise groups. Targeted VET initiatives often exclude those on the borderline of eligibility (an example of how effects on individuals cannot be simply aggregated to measure national outcomes) and may not be sufficiently oriented to work skills.

---

(16) The study was hampered by problems due to lack of data. The study pooled short time series data from Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark*, Finland, France*, Germany*, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands*, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain*, Sweden*, Switzerland, the UK* and the US. Long-term (20 years) time series on stock of vocational skills were constructed for those countries with an asterisk. However, sample sizes remained quite small, especially compared to data sets on benefits of education for individuals.

(17) Equity and equality are not synonymous. Equity relates to overall distribution of education and income. Equality relates to positioning various groups.
Turning to other forms of inequality, Rubery and Fagan (European Commission, Rubery and Fagan, 1993) find that VET programmes in Europe have a greater degree of gender bias than academic ones. However, this overlooks specifics of institutional arrangements. Evans (2006) found gender autonomy (and hence gender equality) was higher in vocational learning contexts where gender was ‘recognised’. People were supported in gender atypical career choices, tuition occurred in mixed gender classes and where there was awareness of the dangers of specifying ‘gender typical’ key competences.

Taken together, these studies seem to indicate that it is not necessarily level of participation in VET which is important for macrosocial benefits by promoting social inclusion, but its structural or institutional arrangements.

3.5. Blurred boundaries between different benefits

Identifying and measuring specific benefits of VET is difficult. VET is often overshadowed by general and particularly higher education (an irony as so much higher education is vocational, for example medicine, law and engineering). Consequently, VET’s specific benefits are overlooked by research and policy.

Despite these difficulties, there is a growing body of increasingly reliable evidence that VET brings specific, if not unique, benefits and that returns on investing in VET appear to equal those on investing in general education; an important finding that deserves more study.

In calculating benefits of VET and making decisions about investing in it, individuals, organisations, and governments (albeit to a lesser extent), tend to overlook external benefits that can be shared by others, including society at large. However, the boundary between market and non-market external benefits of VET is blurred. Reduced crime (a non-market, social externality) due to VET may also lead to higher income per capita (a market, economic externality) (Knack and Keefer, 1997). VET can help reduce poverty and there is evidence that more equal societies fare better economically (Wilkinson and Pickett, 2010). VET’s wide ranging benefits illustrate its dual role of contributing to economic excellence and social inclusion.
Assessing its positive and negative external effects and interaction of market and non-market benefits is important in calculating VET’s true benefits and the full return on the investment made. Indications are that externalities and social non-market benefits from investing in VET may be higher than private returns. This argues for investment in VET being directed not only by economic considerations but also by social (market and non-market) returns. The problem lies in expressing the value of social (market and non-market) returns in money terms to make their scale visible.
CHAPTER 4
Maximising VET’s benefits in organisations

4.1. Introduction

Much investment in education and training is turned into various market and non-market benefits for individuals, the economy and society by organisations (Blundell et al., 1999; Wilson and Briscoe, 2004).

This statement, while often quoted, regards organisations as beneficiaries of training. In doing so it does not do justice to the special role organisations have in generating VET’s benefits. Without organisations many of VET’s benefits would not be realised. High wages for highly-qualified individuals, economic growth through higher productivity, individual wellbeing through job satisfaction leading to better health and less crime; such benefits are unimaginable without organisations.

Two defining aspects set organisations apart. First, organisations have a dual role concerning skills. They contribute to skill formation by investing in training, by providing learning on-the-job and as partners in apprenticeship schemes. They are also major consumers of the skills VET provides.

Second, organisations are communities, in effect small societies with their own cultures in which people interact. Consequently, organisations, as makers and users of skills stand to gain substantially from harnessing not only VET’s private market benefits, but also its external non-market benefits (which arise through social interaction) and use them to increase productivity and maximise the return on their investment in skills. This chapter looks at how VET’s various benefits can contribute to improving individual worker’s productivity and then goes on to discuss conditions that need to be in place to maximise VET’s benefits for the whole organisation. It goes on to suggest a new framework for organisations to consider when deciding to invest in VET.
4.2. **Productivity gains from individuals through VET**

Most organisations invest in training to improve their performance (Alliger et al. 1997; Kozlowski et al., 2000) and decisions on how much to invest are partly determined by concerns about costs relative to benefits.

Economic theory emphasises private market benefits for organisations, for example higher productivity from trained workers. This logic argues that investment in generic training carries a greater risk of being lost because workers will leave, taking their new skills to obtain higher wages elsewhere. Consequently, employers should offer and pay for specific training that increases worker productivity only in the organisation. Economic theory oversimplifies matters, however. People leave organisations for many reasons, not just wages and it overlooks the importance of stable employment relationships.

Long-term employment relationships are an important complement to training provision. When organisations can credibly commit to long-term employment relationships they can also capture some of the returns to general training (Moen and Rosen, 2004) (18). Distinctions between organisation-specific and general training become blurred as both can improve productivity due to VET’s intangible external and non-market benefits.

In a stable, long-term employment relationship continuing VET can be used as an incentive based on social exchange. Where workers regard training opportunities as a ‘gift’ or as a positive signal of investment in them by the organisation, they may respond by putting more effort into their work, for example working longer hours and paying greater attention to quality. This ‘gift’ exchange is central to the efficiency wage model in Akerlof and Yellen (1986) and Bryson et al. (2012). Consequently, training, including general training to increase productivity. This approach bridges economics and occupational psychology. It recognises that employer-provided VET (19) has a positive effect on several margins, for example by improving job content (via job enrichment) and as a sign of confidence and security. This psychological

---

(18) Organisations can capture the return on their investment in training if they pay workers below their marginal product, as is likely on imperfect labour markets (Acemoglu and Pischke, 1998; 1999a; 1999b).

(19) In contrast, employee-funded training has a negative effect on job satisfaction. Employees may be unhappy at having to fund their own training, or employees with low levels of job satisfaction are more likely to pay for their own training to increase their chances of finding another job.
contract is possible as workers, generally, have an interest in training. More than 80% of citizens from 15 EU Member States think learning is valuable (Cedefop, 2004). Just as participation in education and training can reduce criminal activity and improve health for societies, it can also generate similar externalities in organisations. For example, less theft, damage and lower absenteeism reduces costs and improves competitiveness.

4.3. Productivity gains from the organisation’s workforce through VET

Incentives address individual workers, but do not account for how workers interact with one another.

Although the gift exchange model can increase individual worker’s productivity, it may not directly improve productivity of the whole workforce (or organisation’s community). Productivity at the organisation level depends on complex interactions between workers. VET can promote these interactions by helping develop trust between workers and management and among workers. Trust arises especially where workers are confident that VET is not exclusively for the organisation’s benefit. Workers have to perceive that they can use their abilities in their work (including skills learned while in training or through interaction with colleagues) and that they have some freedom in how they organise their work.

Organisations in which employees cooperate, with one another and with management are better placed to optimise production processes, for example by resolving bottlenecks and reducing machine downtime. Developing and implementing product or process innovation is also easier.

Desirable conduct at work is known as organisational citizenship behaviour (OCB) or extra-role behaviour (Organ et al., 2006; Spitzmuller et al., 2008). OCB focuses on discrecional behaviour, workers choose to cooperate or not, which is not explicitly recognised in wages. OCB is encouraged through group affiliation which long-term employment relationships tend to favour as they encourage trust which can be particularly effective in sustaining worker cooperation and commitment to the organisation. Workers spend around a third of their lives at work and, as an organisation is also a community, if membership of the organisation reflects positively on someone’s self-image and identity, it can increase their personal commitment (Simon, 1951; Ramalingam and Rauh, 2010; Haslam, 2004).
VET can encourage OCB, and ‘good citizens’ in organisations, because by developing not only human but also identity, social and cultural capital (Section 2.2) it influences behaviour as well as skills. Further, there is a strong association between OCB and job satisfaction and the relationship between VET and job satisfaction is well established. Siebern-Thomas (2005) found a positive relationship between VET and job satisfaction across 13 European countries. Cornelissen (2006) found job satisfaction to be positively and significantly influenced by access to opportunities for learning and career advancement. By supporting a social context in which employees can share experiences to solve problems and exchange ideas, VET can strengthen relationships between colleagues, reduce conflict and so, indirectly, increase efficiency and productivity for the whole organisation. In contrast, wages have been found less effective in stimulating cooperative behaviour in the workforce as emphasis on money increases self-interest (Vohs et al., 2006).

Approached from this angle training becomes a work incentive that should be part of the organisation’s reward structure. However, realising benefits may be difficult where workers have negative attitudes to training (OECD, 2003; WMRO, 2006). Despite overall positive attitudes to training developing skills generally requires avoiding or overcoming several personal barriers to training, such as a fear of training, particularly off-the-job training in a ‘classroom’ environment among individuals with low basic skills and older workers (Cully et al., 2000), lack of flexibility if outside working hours, and family responsibilities. Flatter organisation hierarchies leading to fewer opportunities for promotion also sometimes act as disincentives to participate in VET. Workers or managers may perceive training as a threat (Didato, 1976). Conditions need to be in place throughout the organisation to overcome these problems.

4.4. Creating conditions for competitive advantage through VET

For organisations to achieve their strategic goals their workers must have not only the right knowledge, skills and abilities, but also the right behaviour and attitudes (Thang et al., 2012). Organisations and workers gain most when joint action is allowed to emerge. Because VET’s market and non-market benefits can support such joint action, it should be seen in the long term and strategically integral to the organisation’s activities (Bosworth and Stanfield,
2009). Workers spend around a third of their lives at work. For VET to produce external effects throughout the organisation, employees must feel supported to participate in training and operate in a workplace with a clear learning culture.

Organisations are more likely to harness full potential of VET’s benefits through productivity gains when they see themselves as a community, regarding their workers as long-term strategic assets. This requires a shift towards long-term employment relationships rich in social and identity capital that inspire workers’ association with and commitment to the organisation.

Organisations that train more tend to experience a stronger impact from VET (Cedefop, 2011d). When employer investment in training is relatively modest and ad hoc, or work is mundane and monotonous, gains from training are likely to be mediocre and unlikely to last. Relatively low investment in VET by the organisation coupled with a working environment regarding employees as easily replaceable factors of production, results in training delivering few, if any, of its wider benefits, because it does not generate commitment to the organisation. Rather, it can be counterproductive by encouraging workers to consider their own individual gains, rather than identify with the organisation.

VET should be seen as a long-term process of continuous professional development, integrated into broader human resource management (HRM) practices. VET has a stronger impact on job satisfaction when integrated into HRM practices (Wright and McMahan, 1992; Cedefop, 2011c). Clusters of HRM practices are significantly more effective than individual practices and so too is VET (Subramony, 2009). Consequently, VET’s benefits are also more likely to be maximised when organisations adopt a broad approach to VET where obligations are shared and exchange encouraged. Workers, potentially, should have access to continuing VET and personal development. By being inclusive, VET is seen by employees as recognition of their value to the organisation (Cedefop, 2011c). However, workers should also take responsibility for their career developments in the organisation.

Far from being theory, case studies provide evidence that organisations are well acquainted with this approach. Many, from various sectors, have adopted it (Cedefop, 2011c). Evidence shows that organisations provide both generic and organisation-specific training. In Cedefop’s study, organisations display a clear economic rationale in providing VET to meet their projected future skill short- (lower-skill occupations) and long-term needs (high-skill occupations), but also stress the psychological motive to invest in VET because of its impact on workforce morale. Reflecting their awareness of the wider benefits of VET, the main rationale for organisations to invest in VET is that it encourages
commitment as organisational values are more readily embedded in trainees than in skilled workers recruited from elsewhere. People who train with an organisation are more likely to stay with it, all things being equal, because of the close affiliation between the organisation's values and those of former trainees and apprentices. Shared values can contribute to a cooperative working environment. Providing training also gives the organisation a pool of committed, loyal employees from which to select future supervisors and managers.

This finding is not unique to Cedefop’s study. For example, VET’s impact on workforce morale is why employers provide basic literacy courses to workers in the UK and US (Wolf and Evans, 2011; Hollenbeck and Timmeney, 2008). Research on high-performance workplaces shows that they integrate VET into broader HRM and work organisation practices (Osterman, 1995) (Bosworth, 2005; Eurofound, 2011) and are characterised by practices to encourage:
(a) high employee involvement to promote trust in and commitment to the organisation;
(b) investment in human capital and skill formation;
(c) commitment through rewards to increase employees’ stakes in the organisation’s success.

This approach is highly relevant for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), who may not have a large, or indeed any HRM department. Because they lack economies of scale to exploit specific technical skills through division of labour, VET’s indirect benefits could be relatively more significant for SMEs. SMEs have fewer career progression opportunities, but they can still use VET as a type of reward. A way to keep good staff, perhaps even for a lower wage, is to ensure they are happy working there and VET can contribute to that. Benefits from social interaction can be particularly powerful in SMEs and the workplace community becomes an organisation’s strategic asset.

Recognising potential importance of external non-market benefits of training, implies understanding that a substantial part of VET’s benefits are intangible, for example its influence on work-related behaviour and difficult to account for in a cost-benefit analysis of investment in training.

Seeing VET in narrow organisation-specific terms and focusing on financial costs and only market benefits when deciding to invest in VET underestimates its value. Increasingly vocational and general qualifications are seen as complementary. Both are needed for high productivity. A wide body of research shows that VET’s market and non-market benefits for organisations tend to be mutually reinforcing. This broader framework needs to be considered when deciding about investing in VET. When account is taken of external non-
benefits to organisations generated by investment in VET, calculations of the respective cost and benefits change and a different framework is needed for considering VET’s impact on an organisation’s productivity (Figure 4).

When VET stimulates organisational citizenship behaviour it can be self-sustaining. It repays its costs through high productivity, making training policy sustainable.

**Figure 4. How economic (market) and social (non-market) benefits of VET improve organisational performance**

![Diagram](image)

*Source: Cedefop.*

It becomes an asset and organisations not using such benefits could undermine a potential strategic competitive advantage.

Above all, to achieve competitive advantage, an organisation’s VET policies and its wider HRM practices must be consistent with how it competes on its markets. Decisions on investment in VET must be consistent and coherent with how organisations approach their product markets (Eurofund, 2011).

Where organisations base their comparative advantage on low production costs there is little role for training. Low production costs are based on low
wages, simple and modular production processes requiring simple tasks which accommodate high labour turnover rates. Comparative advantage based on high productivity requires arrangements, based on long-term relationships to develop trust. The organisation exploits cooperation between workers. Teamwork and learning can be sources of strategic advantage and make the organisation more resilient to economic crises and swings in the business cycle.

Government policies have an important role in how best practices spread throughout the economy (Cedefop, 2012d). For example, economic activity tends to be concentrated and some regions and cities prosper while others struggle. As a result, benefits from VET accrue to already wealthy areas. Through coordinated investment in education and training and research and development as part of integrated industrial policies tailored to regional needs, governments can contribute to developing industrial clusters in less well-off regions (Dawley et al., 2010). Such an approach can encourage organisations to develop production arrangements that support high value-added markets and cross fertilisation of activities (Bailey et al., 2010) that strengthen the organisation against economic crises (Canello, 2012).
Conclusions

Despite the relentless pace of technological progress over the past few decades, people remain central to the efficient operation of modern organisations and are a key source of competitive advantage (Prahalad, 1983; Pfeffer, 1994; Wright et al., 1994). As repetitive tasks in jobs at all levels (from routine production work to piloting an aeroplane) are increasingly replaced by technology (Cedefop, 2012b), people will become even more important as, in jobs at all levels, they will have to deal with non-routine and personal tasks requiring thought and commitment as well as technical skills. Europe’s economic and social future depends on getting the best out of its people.

Everyone agrees education and training have an important role as they bring many different kinds of benefits to different groups at different levels. However, as this publication has tried to show, there is more to it than that.

Education and training are not just about developing human capital – someone’s knowledge, skills and competences. They develop social, cultural and identity, as well as human capital. These four types of personal capital combine in different ways to influence not only a person’s knowledge, skills and competences, but also the extent to which that person will learn and subsequently use the skills acquired. Ability is not just what you know, but also knowing how to use what you know. Education and training’s influence on behaviour is just as important as its influence on skills.

This publication has focused, as far as possible, on benefits of vocational education and training (VET). It shows that VET appears to generate the same types of benefits and similar rates of return as general education. VET’s relatively poor parity of esteem compared to general education in some countries is not justified based on the evidence discussed earlier. It is also a mistake to see skills acquired through general education and VET as substitutes. They are complementary. Individuals will need both to secure a good job with high wages. Consequently, the real and most constructive debate is not about whether general education or VET is better than the other, but about which learning track is better for the persons concerned at which point in their working lives.

Despite its influence on behaviour and other types of personal capital, most research concentrates on VET’s development of human capital and the economic market benefits that accrue from having particular skills. There is a
substantial body of research across many countries showing that VET can bring considerable market benefits, such as higher wages for individuals, increased productivity for organisations and economic growth. However, there is also substantial research showing that VET is not just about market benefits. VET also brings social benefits. For many years it has been used as a labour market instrument to promote social inclusion and equity. VET is also known to have other social benefits such as better health and job satisfaction which contribute towards wellbeing. Research that has looked at education and training’s effect on social outcomes underlines their influence on behaviour as well as skill formation. However, such research has tended to look specifically at one issue, such as better health or reduced crime, rather than how VET’s different economic market and social non-market benefits interact and reinforce one another. In effect the boundaries between VET’s economic and non-economic benefits are blurred. A combination of skills and improved wellbeing (through better health or more self-confidence) acquired through VET are more likely to enable an individual to earn high wages than skills alone.

While wellbeing from VET is acknowledged to accrue to individuals and society as a whole, the fact that it also accrues to organisations and can improve their economic performance has not received the attention it deserves.

It is in organisations that people use their capacities to translate VET’s benefits into practical outcomes, such as higher productivity for the organisation, or higher wages for the individual.

Although they are economic agents, organisations are also communities. They are small societies that create an environment where, as in society as a whole, VET’s market benefits, such as more and better skills and non-market benefits that influence behaviour and use of those skills can interact to improve productivity.

For example, VET’s well-documented positive influence on job satisfaction can influence behaviour at work. Organisational citizenship behaviour can indirectly improve an organisation’s productivity and performance by strengthening cooperation throughout its workforce. For SMEs with limited scope for career progression, or for people working in jobs for which they are overqualified, the wellbeing and positive work environment generated through VET could be more important than the practical skills learned. VET’s behavioural non-market benefits come about through the ‘gift’ exchange identified in the efficient wage model. VET is seen by the individual worker as a gift or a positive sign of investment by the organisation in them, who then
respond through positive behaviour. Research also indicates that VET is more effective in encouraging positive behaviour and cooperation between workers than wages.

It is by creating the conditions that encourage interaction of its various benefits, that investment in VET is maximised. Such conditions require organisations to regard their workforces as long-term strategic assets developing stable employment relationships to encourage trust. They also require taking a broad approach to VET, combining general and organisation-specific training and using VET as an incentive and part of a long-term process of continuous professional development integrated into broader human resource management practices. Used in this way, VET becomes a long-term strategic tool for developing competitive advantage.

Findings of this analysis on generating, identifying and maximising VET’s benefits suggest that many of them, in some cases perhaps the most important, are intangible and difficult to express in monetary terms. Consequently, organisations (as well as individuals and governments) may fail to account for them properly in any cost-benefit analysis underpinning their decision to invest in training. When considering returns on investment in VET investors should consider a broader framework (as suggested in Chapter 4) that takes VET’s market and non-market benefits into account. Such an approach may influence the expected value of the investment in VET and so the propensity to invest in it.

Taking full account of all VET’s benefits is particularly important for organisations that want to compete based on high quality, high value-added goods, and where skills and attitudes need to combine to bring success.

As an instrument of public policy, VET’s market and non-market benefits are acknowledged. VET is seen as a way of integrating young people and those at a disadvantage into the labour market, a way of promoting social inclusion generally by improving employment prospects of individuals.

VET is not a silver bullet. It will not remedy all economic woes and social ills, but Europe’s competitive advantage depends not only on its workforce’s skills, but also their effective use. VET has a crucial role in both. Consequently, VET should be seen as an instrument for excellence and an essential strategic investment in people, skills and the working environment that can deliver efficiency, quality goods and services.
# List of abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECHP</td>
<td>European Community household panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>gross domestic product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRM</td>
<td>human resource management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISCED</td>
<td>international standard classification of education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSP</td>
<td>international social survey programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFS</td>
<td>labour force survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB</td>
<td>organisational citizenship behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILC</td>
<td>statistics on income and living conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME</td>
<td>small- and medium-sized enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VET</td>
<td>vocational education and training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## ANNEX

### Key terms and definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key terms</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vocational education and training</strong> (VET)</td>
<td>Education and training which aims to equip people with knowledge, know-how, skills and/or competences required in particular occupations or more broadly in the labour market (Cedefop, 2008).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifelong learning</strong></td>
<td>All learning activity undertaken throughout life, which results in improving knowledge, know-how, skills, competences and/or qualifications for personal, social and/or professional reasons (Cedefop, 2008).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial vocational education and training</strong> (IVET)</td>
<td>Vocational education carried out in the initial education system, usually before entering working life. However, some training undertaken after entry into working life may be considered as initial training (e.g. retraining). IVET can be carried out at any level in vocational education (full-time school-based or alternance training) pathways or apprenticeship (Cedefop, 2008).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vocational education and training for unemployed</strong> (UVET)</td>
<td>Vocational training targeted at the unemployed, registered as such with their respective national employment service and seeking employment opportunities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Prepared by the authors.*
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This publication summarises Cedefop’s work on benefits of vocational education and training (VET) contrasting, whenever possible, VET outcomes with those from general education.

The research spans how education and training generate their perceived benefits and looks at a wide range of outcomes some related to labour market success (employability and wages) others affecting quality of life and wellbeing (health, quality of participation in public life and satisfaction with life and leisure).

The analysis is extended to investigate VET’s impact in organisations. It observes that organisations are communities with their own cultures. Consequently, VET’s benefits in developing skills and influencing positively wellbeing and behaviour in the workplace can interact, directly and indirectly, to improve productivity, notable through greater cooperation. However, certain circumstances need to be in place to create this effect and maximise VET’s benefits.

Interaction between VET’s different benefits should also change the way investment in it is understood, if VET is to be a strategic tool for excellence and competitive advantage.